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Abstract—Silicon Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) pro-
duce a sequence of response bits from chip-unique manufacturing
variations. Since the response bits are physically derived, there
is noise present. To generate bit-exact cryptographic keys, error
correction algorithms are used. The error correction is typically
split into small processing blocks to reduce implementation
complexity. The reliability of PUF responses varies from bit to bit
but there has been very little work so far that mathematically
analyzes the effect of the block size on the reliability of PUF
response sequences.

We use the information theoretical concept of typicality to
show that the probability of drawing an unreliable sequence
decreases exponentially with the block size. We present Differen-
tial Sequence Coding (DSC) that scales efficiently across larger
block sizes without having the super-linear increase in decoding
complexity of prior approaches. It scans the entire PUF response
sequentially and then only operates on one single, maximally
reliable, block to generate the cryptographic key.

Our sample FPGA implementation with a convolutional code
is designed for a popular SRAM PUF scenario. It generates a 128
bit key for an average input bit error probability of 15% with an
output bit error probability of 6.14 ·10−9 and only uses 974 PUF
bits and 1, 108 helper data bits. There are 36% less PUF bits and
71% less helper data bits than the best previous individual results
in both criteria without increasing the implementation size of the
key generation module noticeably.

Index Terms—Physical Unclonable Function (PUF), Syndrome
Coding, Error Correction, Differential Sequence Coding (DSC),
Typicality, Convolutional Code, FPGA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) provide secu-
rity for standard CMOS circuits by measuring the sub-micron
variations that are inevitable in the manufacturing process [3].
Typically, circuits are designed to show a predictable behavior
over all manufactured devices. PUFs aim for the opposite:
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Fig. 1: Concatenation of a syndrome and ECC decoder for
secret key reproduction with PUFs [1]

the circuit should be sensitive to this variation to produce
a unique behavior for each chip. Examples of popular PUF
types include the Arbiter PUF [4], the Ring-Oscillator PUF
[5], and the SRAM PUF [6]. A direct comparison of PUF
ASICs manufactured in the same technology can be found in
[7].

There are two main applications for PUFs: PUFs with
a challenge-response interface can be used for lightweight
authentication applications to provide a practical security im-
provement under strict cost constraints. As second application,
which is considered in this work, cryptographic keys are
derived from PUF responses as root of trust for cryptographic
algorithms and for an enhanced security in standard digital
circuits.

State-of-the-art PUFs generate unique and unpredictable
responses which make them suitable for security applications.
However, PUF responses change over temperature, voltage and
time, and are also affected by random noise. Therefore, error
correction is necessary to mitigate these effects and generate
reliable keys.

In order to apply error correction to PUF response se-
quences, it is necessary to map a sequence into a form that can
be corrected by a decoder of an Error-Correcting Code (ECC),
for example by mapping it into a codeword of the ECC. The
syndrome encoder performs this mapping, and outputs helper
data that is later used by the syndrome decoder to remap the
regenerated PUF response sequence into a format where an
ECC decoder can detect and remove errors.

A good error correction has a small implementation size of
the decoding logic, requires only a low number of PUF bits
and the size of the stored helper data is small.

Figure 1 shows a system with the basic components to
reproduce a key from a PUF. The PUF response and the
helper data are combined in the syndrome decoder and then
the errors are removed in the decoder of the ECC that outputs
the cryptographic key.
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The reliability of individual PUF response bits varies sig-
nificantly over the PUF response sequence [8], [9], [10]. The
required number of measurements depends on the desired
precision of the reliability estimation, see e.g. [11]. In practice,
ten to one hundred measurements often already provide a
sufficient quality [12]. Assessing the reliability over different
operating conditions improves the reliability of the estimation
[13]. In [14], the implications of taking multiple measurements
are analyzed from an information theoretical point of view.
If the PUF provides fine-grained outputs, such as counter dif-
ferences for the RO PUF, more precise reliability information
can be derived [10].

In the following, we will apply the reliability distribution in
[8], which was obtained from real world data, for discussion
and simulation. This makes our results reproducible and also
comparable to referenced work referring to the same setup.

Aiming for a low implementation size of the error correc-
tion, it is crucial to minimize the computational complexity.
Complexity can be reduced for example by selecting the most
reliable PUF bits and ignoring unreliable ones [15], [16], [17].

Typically, the decoding effort increases more than linearly
with the block size, e.g. quadratic in certain implementations
[16]. State-of-the-art implementations like [18], [12], [16],
[17] decrease complexity by splitting large blocks into smaller
ones, for example through code concatenation [19] or even
fully independent blocks. This enables compact hardware im-
plementations but comes with an increase in error probability
compared to single-block solutions. A comparison of the
schemes on algorithmic level can be found in [20].

So far, there has been very little work describing the
influence of the block size on the reliability in the PUF context.
We use the information theoretical concept of typicality [21],
which is similar to the Law of Large Numbers, to make more
precise estimations on the reliability of a PUF sequence with
an increasing length. We use this concept to predict the number
of reliable PUF bits within one processed block. Applying
letter typical sequences [22] shows that the probability of a
non-typical sequence decreases exponentially with the block
size.

We introduce Differential Sequence Coding (DSC), a new
syndrome coding scheme that searches the entire PUF re-
sponse sequence for PUF response bits fulfilling a given
reliability criterion. This makes DSC a lossy algorithm (in
an information theoretical sense) that outputs a failure if not
enough reliable PUF bits are available. As a consequence,
we are able to give a lower bound for the reliability of each
deployed device whereas previous approaches can only make
statements on the average reliability over all devices. We note
that the prior schemes do not scale well with larger block
sizes, e.g., processing the entire key with a length of 128-bits
as a single block causes a significant increase in decoding
implementation complexity.

Comparing the performance of different approaches in a
practical scenario supports our theoretical results so that we
are able to provide the most efficient FPGA hardware imple-
mentation for the popular SRAM PUF scenario presented by
Guajardo et al. [6] and extended by Maes et al. [8], [12].

Our contributions:

• This work is the first to theoretically analyze the re-
lationship between the block size and the reliability of
PUF response blocks. In particular, we analyze the effect
of the block length on the distribution of reliable PUF
bits within each block using the information theoretical
concept of typicality.

• We introduce DSC, a new syndrome coding scheme that
operates only on one single, maximally reliable, block for
key generation, and are also the first to use convolution
codes, which do not operate on block boundaries, for
PUFs.

• New DSC simulation results are compared against the
state of the art. The bit error probabilities for different
PUF bit / key bit ratios is between 20× and 3, 800×
lower than the best prior results.

• The comparison of our implementation against prior re-
sults shows that with a similar implementation complexity
we require 36% less PUF bits and 71% less helper data
bits.

Outline:

Section II presents related work on syndrome coding. The
concept of typicality is applied to syndrome coding in Sec-
tion III. We discuss DSC in Section IV and analyze the
performance of the full PUF key generation in Section V. Our
FPGA implementation is presented in Section VI. Afterwards,
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There exists a wide body of previous work that will later
serve as reference to evaluate our new approach in a direct
comparison. We distinguish between two major families of
syndrome coding schemes: the first family performs linear
operations between the PUF response and codewords of the
ECC while the second computes pointers to specific codeword
bits or entire codewords.

All of the referenced approaches have in common that they
split the PUF response into blocks such that they cannot
correct errors from large numbers of unreliable PUF bits
efficiently in practice.

A. Linear Operations

The code-offset approach by Dodis et al. [23] XORs a
sequence of PUF response bits and a random codeword of an
ECC to create the helper data. The implementations by Bösch
et al. [18] and van der Leest et al. [24] use Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) and Golay codes [19] with relatively
short block sizes. In addition, Maes et al. [8], [12] discussed
and implemented a soft-decision approach with Reed–Muller
codes [19] and soft-decision decoding as generalized multiple
concatenated codes [19]. In [25], Müelich et al. introduced
a construction based on generalized code concatenation and
Reed–Muller codes that was implemented in [26]. The exten-
sion by Puchinger et al. [27] also contains constructions with
Reed–Solomon codes [19].
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In the syndrome-based approach, the PUF response is
multiplied with the parity check matrix of the code [23]
and the syndrome is stored as helper data. A stand-alone
implementation of a PUF key generator with Ring-Oscillator
PUFs and a BCH code on an FPGA can be found in [28].
Recent work by Herder et al. [29] uses a computational
security argument.

Systematic Low Leakage Coding (SLLC) [30] is a recent
approach that uses codes with systematic encoding and only
stores helper data for the redundancy part.

B. Pointer-Based Approaches
Index-Based Syndrome Coding (IBS) by Yu and Devadas

[16] creates helper data by storing pointers to the most stable
PUF outputs within each block. Hardware implementations on
ASIC and FPGA were presented in [31], [32]. Complementary
IBS (C-IBS) by Hiller et al. [17] is an extension of IBS that
increases the reliability by searching the same set of PUF
outputs multiple times to store several pointers.

The implementations in [16] and [17] use small block sizes
of 8 and 9 and it was shown in [33] that the reliability
differs significantly among such small blocks. In [31], the
block size of 32 leads to less variation but only one out of
32 PUF bits is used. The approaches have the advantage that
helper data and key are statistically uncorrelated under the
assumption that the PUF bits are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d), which makes these approaches information
theoretically secure. For an SRAM PUF, the bits are derived
from physically distinct circuit components so that an i.i.d.
assumption is quite reasonable for good implementations with
low bias and correlation as discussed for example in [7], [9].
However, note that this does not hold in general for all SRAM
PUFs, see e.g. [34], so that this prerequisite should be checked
in advance for a specific circuit and technology.

The symbol recovery by Yu et al. [35] can also be seen
as pointer-based approach in a wider sense. The maximum
likelihood decoding performance is optimal and the decoder
is easily implementable to embed up to 9 key bits into blocks
of 64 to 256 PUF bits. The approach is very efficient for PUF
responses with bit error probabilities over 20%. However,
the decoding effort increases exponentially with the number
of key bits per block so that the approach is not suitable to
embed large numbers of key bits per block.

Our DSC approach bridges the gap by enabling a maximum
block size for higher key bit / PUF bit ratios which makes DSC
very efficient for average PUF response bit error probabilities
of 15% and lower. A fair quantitative comparison between im-
plementations requires identical assumptions on the PUF and
desired key error probability, and a similar FPGA platform.
Later, we will therefore compare our results to [18], [8], [12],
[17] which are all designed for an SRAM PUF with average
bit error probability of 15%, a target key error probability of
10−6 on Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGAs.

III. TYPICALITY IN SYNDROME CODING

In this section we will show with the information theoretical
concept of typicality how the efficiency of syndrome coding

schemes improves with an increasing block size. Averaging
effects become stronger and the impact of statistical outliers
is reduced. Therefore, the longer the block, the more precise
the prediction on symbols. In our case this refers to the number
of reliable PUF bits in the block.

Assuming sequences of length 100 that are drawn from a
binary source with uniform distribution, it is intuitive that most
sequences have a roughly balanced number of zeros and ones.
To be precise, for example a sequence with less than 25 or
more than 75 ones is only drawn with a probability around
10−7. So, we can make predictions about how many zeros
and ones will be in the sequence without knowing their actual
positions, and the longer the sequence is, the more precise the
prediction.

A. Definitions and Notation

Random variables are marked with capital italic letters,
e.g. X and scalars such as outcomes of random variables in
small italic letter, e.g. x. Calligraphic letters X indicate sets.
Xn denotes a vector of n random variables with the same
output alphabet. Note that the random variables in Xn can
have different probability distributions such that each PUF
response bit can have an individual bit error probability. Pr[A]
is the probability of event A. PX(·) denotes the probability
distribution corresponding to random variable X . cdf(·) is
the corresponding cumulative distribution function. Further, let
µ(·) be the mean operator and σ(·) the standard deviation.

For random variables X and Y , X|Y denotes X under the
condition Y . Let H(X) stand for the Shannon entropy of X
and H(XY ) for the joint entropy of X and Y , and let I(X;Y )
be the mutual information between X and Y [21].

B. Typical Sequences in Syndrome Coding

In the following, we will use the concept of typicality to
analyze the effect of the block size on the distribution of
reliable inputs for syndrome coding. Let Xn be a part of the
overall response sequence drawn from the PUF.

Let set P contain the probability distributions PXi
over

PUF bits Xi, i = 1, ..., n. Each Xi ∈ {0, 1} has i.i.d.
Bernoulli probability distributions PXi

. The distribution of the
probability distributions in P depends on the reliability of the
PUF, e.g. [8].

For a PUF response bit Xi with expectation µ(Xi) ≥ 0.5,
we define an error as drawing a 0 which occurs with
Pr[Xi = 0] = 1− µ(Xi), and for µ(Xi) < 0.5 for drawing
a 1 analogously. The first question is, what is the probability
p that a given PUF output is reliable?

We define a fixed threshold pmax as the maximum tolerable
error probability of a PUF response bit to be considered
reliable. This gives

p = Pr[µ(X) ∈ {[0, pmax] ∪ [1− pmax, 1]}] (1)

Therefore, for each of the n PUF responses Xi in Xn we get
a Bernoulli distributed reliability indicator Ri with parameter
p that indicates if Eqn. 1 holds for a specific PUF bit Xi or
not. The sequence rn drawn from {0, 1}n for a specific Xn
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Fig. 2: Probability of drawing non-ε-letter-typical sequences, computed and upper bounded values for p = 0.326 and different
ε parameters. The parameters ε = 0.176 and n = 974 are used later in the implementation. ECCs are designed to correct

errors in typical sequences; non-typical sequences can lead to increased error probabilities.

indicates for each PUF bit Xi if it is reliable (ri = 1) or not
(ri = 0), i = 1, ..., n.

For the quantitative evaluation of typicality, we require the
following notation:

• The parameter ε > 0 quantifies the maximum allowed
deviation of a sequence to still be part of the typical set.

• The letters a ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether a PUF response
bit is reliable or not.

• N(a|rn) is the number of occurrences of letter a in
sequence rn and quantifies the empirical distribution, i.e.
the number of reliable and unreliable PUF bits in Xn.

• PR(·) gives the precise theoretical distribution of letters
occurring in sequences Rn.

According to [22], a reliability indicator sequence rn is an
ε-letter typical sequence if∣∣∣∣ 1nN(a|rn)− PR(a)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε · PR(a) for all a ∈ {0, 1} (2)

and the letter typical set T nε (PR) is defined as set containing
all sequences in {0, 1}n that fulfill Eqn. 2.

Applying Hoeffding’s inequality in [22], the probability of
an ε-letter typical sequence is lower bounded by

Pr[Rn ∈ T nε (PR)] ≥ 1− 4 · e−nε
2 min[p,1−p] (3)

and as complementary event

Pr[Rn /∈ T nε (PR)] < 4 · e−nε
2 min[p,1−p] (4)

Note that the bound is a very tight bound where the probability
of a non-typical sequence decreases exponentially with n. In
contrast, applying the more widely used concept of entropy
typical sequences [22] only gives a linear decrease of the
probability over n.

C. Analysis

An efficient error correction is designed to correct the errors
that occur in typical sequences which have a controlled number
of reliable bits. We cannot make precise statements on the
other sequences so that errors can occur more likely if we draw
a sequence that is not element of the typical set. Reducing the
probability of drawing a non-typical sequence is a first step to
reduce the overall error probability.

Figure 2 plots the probability of drawing a non letter-
typical sequence over the block size n for p = 0.326 and
different parameters ε. This p parameter will be used later in
the implementation to reduce the average bit error probability
of the PUF from 15% to 2.7%. An epsilon value of 0.4
corresponds to a ratio of at least (1− ε) · p = 19.5% reliable
PUF bits in a typical sequence, whereas for ε = 0.2 already
26% reliable bits are guaranteed.

The solid lines show the precise computed values while
dotted lines give bounded values according to Eqn. 4. Note
that the straight lines on the logarithmic scale correspond to
an exponential behavior.

Figure 2 shows that the block size has a large impact
on the probability of drawing non-typical sequences. Smaller
blocks will lead to an increased key error probability. As a
consequence, maximizing the block size is a first requirement
for an efficient usage of the reliable PUF bits. In addition, it
is important to find a good trade-off between the ε parameter
and the probability of a non-typical sequence.

If ε is selected too strict, we can make very specific
predictions on the PUF sequence but only have a reduced
probability of drawing such a sequence. Otherwise, if ε is too
large, we have a high probability of drawing a typical sequence
but only know less precise information about the number of
reliable bits.
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The reference implementations for our scenario use block
sizes between 3 and 11 [36], [8], [37]. This region is high-
lighted in gray in the far left of the plot. Several design space
explorations have shown that this is the most favorable region
for the conventional approaches. However, the other curves
show that the probability of drawing non-typical sequences
in this area is > 10−1 so that errors through non-typical
sequences have to be corrected on a regular basis.

The point that will be used later in our implementation is
marked with the black cross. We will operate on a single block
of size 974 and probability of a non-typical sequence of 5 ·
10−4. ECCs are designed to correct a specific number of errors
and if the errors in all typical sequences can be corrected with
a high probability, we can ensure successful error correction
with a high probability. By using one maximum-sized block,
we bring the probability of drawing a non-typical sequence
down by a factor of 200×.

So far, the largest block sizes of up to 256 can be found in
the work of Yu et al. [35], which is designed for higher PUF
noise, resulting in significantly higher PUF bit / key bit ratios.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL SEQUENCE CODING

The previous section has shown that controlling the number
of reliable PUF bits within each block is a prerequisite for
efficient key generation with PUFs. Larger block sizes are
favorable to control the number of unreliable bits per block.
However, ECCs with large block sizes typically create a heavy
resource overhead. Our Differential Sequence Coding (DSC)
approach operates on one maximally reliable block with low
overhead. In particular, we ensure beforehand that a PUF
response sequence with low bit error probabilities is fed into
the ECC decoder. To minimize the decoder complexity to
achieve a low hardware overhead, only the reliable PUF bits
from the maximally-sized single block are processed while the
rest is discarded.

A. DSC Encoding

During the generation step, the PUF provides a sequence of
PUF bits X together with a reliability indicator µ(X) for each
PUF response bit. Note that the reliability indicators µ(X)
are unique for each chip so that they have to be obtained for
each device separately. DSC reads the entire PUF response
sequence Xn and marks the PUF bits that have a reliability
above a predefined threshold. They point to a secret sequence
Ck within the PUF response sequence. The notation is adapted
from block codes where n describes the block size and k the
number of embedded bits.

The PUF sequence Xn is scanned sequentially for PUF bits
that are more reliable than a given error probability threshold
pmax. When such a PUF bit is found, the distance to the last
reliable PUF bit is stored as differential distance pointer U .
If the expected value µ(X) of the PUF bit is closer to the
corresponding code sequence bit C, the inversion bit V is set
to zero. Otherwise, it is set to one. A version without inversion
bits is also possible where only PUF bits that are close to a
code sequence bits Ci are indexed.

Figure 3 shows an example for DSC encoding. Code
sequence c4 is provided by an ECC and DSC stores one
pointer for each code sequence bit. In the example, zeros are
represented by white boxes and ones by black boxes. For the
PUF response X16 and a given maximum error probability
pmax, a white box denotes µ(X) < pmax. A black box stands
for µ(X) ≥ 1−pmax and gray boxes show the unreliable PUF
outputs with pmax ≤ µ(X) < 1− pmax.

1 0 3 4

4
c

16
X

4
u

4
v

Fig. 3: Example for DSC encoding

The code sequence c4 = (0, 1, 1, 0) and the PUF response
X16 are encoded to the helper data tuple w4 = (u, v)4. X2 is
the first reliable PUF response bit. We count the unreliable
PUF response bits between two reliable ones as distance
pointer, so u1 = 1. For the first inversion bit, v1 = 0 since both
boxes have the same color. X3 is the next reliable PUF bit,
so u2 = 0 and again v2 = 0. After skipping three unreliable
PUF bits, X7 is indexed by u3 = 3. Since a white box is
indexed for a black code bit, v3 = 1. u4 and v4 are computed
accordingly, such that u4 = (1, 0, 3, 4) and v4 = (0, 0, 1, 1).

An algorithmic description of DSC encoding can be found
in [1], [2]. If the length of the code sequence exceeds the
number of reliable PUF bits, or if helper data cannot be stored,
an error is thrown and the algorithm fails to generate a valid
set of DSC helper data.

B. Security

The security of DSC was analyzed in [1] in detail. The final
equation of the security analysis was:

I(Ck;W k) ≤ k −H(X
k
) (5)

The secrecy leakage through the helper data, given by the
mutual information between code sequence and indexed PUF
response bits X

k
, can be brought to zero for PUF bits that are

close to independent and uniformly distributed such that they
have a sufficiently high entropy.

C. Yield

Previous work such as IBS and C-IBS, or the code-offset
approach takes a fixed number of PUF bits to encode a fixed
number of secret bits for each block. The average bit error
probability for a failure in the field can be determined and is
well-controlled. However, it is not possible to determine the
reliability of a specific device. As a consequence, we cannot
guarantee that all devices of a batch fulfill a given minimum
reliability.
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In contrast, DSC already detects unreliable devices when
no valid set of helper data is generated. This occurs when not
enough stable PUF bits are found during manufacturing. This
additional measure gives a-priori reliability information about
individual devices. Therefore, we can assess the average error
probability in the field over all devices and also provide bound
that the reliability of no individual device will exceed a given
maximum error probability.

If the error occurs during manufacturing, the device can still
be used and programmed with a different parameter set, for
example, for a lower target reliability or smaller key size. In
the worst case, it has to be discarded during the manufacturing
process. However, the consequences are well-controlled and
do not affect devices during operation out in the field. If an
error would occur during operation in the field instead, the
device is not able to generate the correct key and subsequent
tasks cannot be performed successfully. In our DSC approach,
the probability of any individual device failing in the field
is bounded. In the conventional approach, there is only a
guarantee of the average failure probability.

Recall that we defined p as the probability that the error
probability of a PUF response bit X is smaller than pmax for
a PUF with a given cumulative distribution function cdf(·).

p = Pr[µ(X) ∈ {[0, pmax] ∪ [1− pmax, 1]}]
= cdf(pmax) + (1− cdf(1− pmax)) (6)

Note that some of the previous work such as [8], [16],
[17] requires a precise estimation of µ(X) whereas our
DSC approach only operates on a binary decision whether
µ(Xi) ∈ {[0, pmax] ∪ [1− pmax, 1]}, i ∈ {1, ..., n}, holds, or
not. The reliability information can be obtained for example
by performing multiple measurements [8] or evaluating analog
PUF output values [10].

As mentioned before, there are two events where helper data
generation fails.
Error Event 1: Lack of reliable PUF Bits

Successful DSC encoding requires that Xn contains k
reliable PUF bits with µ(X) ∈ {[0, pmax] ∪ [1 − pmax, 1]}.
If less than k are found, error event error 1 is triggered. This
occurs with a probability of

e1 =
k−1∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
pi(1− p)n−i (7)

The probability e1 that error 1 occurs is the sum
over all probabilities for outcomes in which Xn

contains less than k PUF reliable bits with expectation
µ(X) ∈ {[0, pmax] ∪ [1 − pmax, 1]}. Note that according
to the typicality discussion in Section III, e1 decreases
exponentially in n for a constant ratio n

k (see Section IV-E
for more intuition about this ratio).

Error Event 2: Helper Data Overflow
The second error event error 2 occurs if the variably

sized helper data does not fit in the allocated space. Later in
Section V-D we will obtain the distribution of the helper data
size of the selected parameter set through simulation.

The yield y is computed by the probability that neither
error 1 nor error 2 occur. error 1 and error 2 are not
disjoint, so

y > 1− (e1 + e2) (8)

Note that e1 depends on the worst case reliability and the size
of the PUF, whereas e2 is only affected by the size of the
helper data.

The events error 1 and error 2 define hard break condi-
tions and affect the yield directly. In the following, we will
aim for a yield y > 99.9%, and thus set e1 ≤ 5 · 10−4 and
e2 ≤ 5 · 10−4.

D. Helper Data Representation

The straight-forward approach to represent a distance
pointer ui as helper data is to allocate l bits and store the
binary representation of ui. The pointers u are geometrically
distributed with parameter p, so the probability distribution PU
is

PU (u) = (1− p)u p (9)

The basic representation contains a significant amount of
redundancy. Run-Length Encoding (RLE) [38] is an optimal
lossless compression algorithm for geometric distributions
and has a reasonably low implementation complexity. RLE
encodes any integer number u by a series of ones followed
by a zero as delimiter and a small number of a finite alphabet
L with elements lj ∈ L, j = 0, ...,m − 1 and |L| = m.
For the run-length part, m determines how many unsuccessful
trials are represented by every 1 and l gives the number in the
remaining u mod m trials. Therefore, the compressed version
q(u) of u is given by

q(u) = 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
b u

mc times

0 l(umodm) (10)

The input distribution PU (u) and parameter m define the
distribution and value of q(u). In Figure 4, p is plotted on
a logarithmic x-axis and the average length µ(q(u)) is shown
for different m on the linear y-axis. Note that the entropy (solid
cyan line) is the lower bound for every lossless compression.
Therefore, we try to approach this limit as closely as possible.

Figure 4 shows that varying m gives very low overheads
for different values of p such that RLE can enable optimal
compression for DSC. See [2] for more detailed reasoning
and results on helper data compression.

E. DSC Bit Error Probability

For a given PUF response distribution PX , the bit error
probability of DSC psyn can be computed analytically for
a given maximum output error probability pmax through
the integral over the error probabilities of all PUF response
bits within the specification, weighted by their probability of
occurrence p given by Eqn. 6, so

psyn =
1

p

 pmax∫
0

PX(x) · x dx+

1∫
1−pmax

PX(x) · (1− x) dx


(11)
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coding schemes without second stage ECCs for an SRAM

PUF with 15% average bit error probability.

In the following, we will also use the SRAM PUF distri-
bution presented in [8] to compare DSC to state-of-the-art
approaches. Distributions for other PUFs can be generated for
example with the help of [39], [10].

In Figure 5, the bit error probabilities psyn for different
syndrome coding schemes are shown over the number of
SRAM PUF bits n per embedded bit k with the distribution
given in [8] and mean error probability 15%. For DSC and
key size1 s = k = 128, n is chosen such that e1 = 5 · 10−4

resulting in block size n for DSC. Note that DSC’s maximum
error probabilities psyn−max = pmax are in the same range as
previous mean error probabilities for low n to k ratios.

1In this basic case, we do not consider an additional ECC such that s = k.
Later, in Section V, a convolutional code is added after the DSC decoder, so
s < k.

Comparing the mean error probabilities, DSC is consid-
erably more efficient than previous work for a PUF bit /
key bit ratio of 4. This is caused by the fact that other
approaches operate on very small independent blocks with
varying reliability. It takes an n

k ratio between 9 and 10 for
the code-offset method and a repetition code with SDML
decoding to approach DSC performance. This shows that a
careful selection of the 10% most reliable PUF bits still has a
lower error probability as computing repetition code blocks of
size 10. In addition, adding 10 bits and performing the decision
if the sum is larger than 5 is significantly more complex than
simply forwarding one single bit.

V. DESIGN OF A COMPLETE KEY GENERATION MODULE

It is obvious that the error probabilities after syndrome
coding are not sufficient to consider the reproduced secret as
reliable cryptographic key. Therefore, PUFs need a second
stage error correction.

Convolutional codes are a popular class of ECCs and our
work is the first to use convolutional codes in the PUF context.
This section analyzes the performance of DSC concatenated
with a convolutional code to derive a parameter set suitable
for implementation.

A. Effect of the Block Size on the Typical Set

In virtually all PUF key generation schemes published to
date, block-based error correction is used. This can be in the
form of a BCH or repetition code, or index based coding (in
which case block size corresponds to 2 to the power of the
index size).

The reliability of these schemes is influenced by the larger
ε value in ε-letter typical sequences associated with small
block sizes n. As described in Section III, the probability of
drawing too few reliable bits decreases exponentially with an
increase in block size. By using a smaller block size, the prior
approaches require more PUF bits to be used for each key bit,
as shown in Figure 5 for the same level of psyn, or alternatively
higher psyn for the same PUF bit / key bit ratio.

B. Convolutional Codes

Convolutional codes are a popular code class from the
early days of coding theory [40] that show a good error
correction performance under strict area constraints which is
highly desired in the PUF context. In particular, the Viterbi
algorithm [41] is an especially efficient decoding algorithm
that is well-suited for hardware implementation.

C. Key Bit Error Probability

A very important performance criterion for PUF error
correction is the number of input PUF bits that are required
and the bit error probability of the output. Therefore, the
relation between number of PUF bits n and output bit error
probability perr quantifies the efficiency of the decoder. Note
that psyn used in Section IV referred to the error probability
after syndrome decoding while perr quantifies the error after
both syndrome decoding and ECC error correction.
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Fig. 6: Bounded mean and max key bit error probabilities of
DSC concatenated with a (2, 1, [7]) convolutional code

compared to the state of the art for an SRAM PUF with
average bit error probability 15%. Again, e1 = 5 · 10−4.

Figure 6 sets our DSC and convolutional coding approach
in relation to previous work. The goal is to bring a system
in the lower left corner of the diagram such that a low key
error probability is achieved with a low number of PUF bits.
Reference values that are all coherent with the scenario in [8]
were taken from [36], [37], [17].

It can be seen, how the field moved to the left over time. The
black diamonds are the code-offset fuzzy extractor results by
Bösch et al. [18], [36]. Repetition codes were concatenated
with relatively small BCH and Golay codes and decoded
with hard decision decoding. The magenta crosses show the
results by Maes et al. [8], [12] where repetition codes were
concatenated with Reed-Muller codes and decoded with GMC
and SDML soft decision decoders [19]. The field moved to the
left compared to the older Bösch et al. results, so in general the
approach shows an improved performance so that less PUF bits
are required to achieve the same key bit error probabilities. The
C-IBS results by Hiller et al. [17], [37] also use IBS pointers
in combination with repetition codes and Reed–Muller codes
and soft-decision decoding. The results overlap widely with
the results in [8], [12] with a light shift to the left.

The two lines in the diagram represent DSC concatenated
with a (2, 1, [7]) convolutional code2. As a first difference,
the other approaches have fixed bit numbers that result in
points in the diagram. For DSC, pmax can be chosen quasi-
continuously as fine-grained as the digital representation of the
reliability values of the PUF response bits allows. Applying
the bounding techniques discussed in [1] gives a maximum
bit error probability for each device and also quick reference
values for the mean error probability.

DSC’s maximum error probability is comparable to the
mean error probabilities of the state of the art whereas the

2The code parameters define that two output bits are derived for each input
bit. The encoder has a memory of 7. 11 code sequence bits are affected by
each information bit. See e.g. [19] for details.

bounded mean error probabilities of DSC separate the field
from the left corner. This demonstrates that our DSC and con-
volutional code concatenation is more efficient than previous
work over the entire analyzed range.

The bounded results give a very quick rough estimate on
the performance of a scheme. We also performed a Monte
Carlo simulation campaign to measure the actual values. The
cyan line, which is the leftmost line and without explicit data
points, shows our simulation results that are roughly 1.5 PUF
bits per key bit better than the corresponding upper bounded
values.

As in [6], we aim to generate a 128 bit key with an error
probability smaller as 10−6. This corresponds to a target bit
error probability of et = 7.81 · 10−9, shown by the horizontal
line in Figure 6. The simulations have shown that we can reach
et with pmax = 0.027 by indexing in average p = 0.326 of
the available PUF bits. This specific value was measured by
simulating ν = 1.9 · 1011 PUF bits on Intel Core i7 CPUs
where each CPU simulated 6.5 · 107 PUF bits per hour in 8
parallel threads. 1, 170 bit errors were found in total, resulting
in a measured bit error probability of em = 6.2 · 10−9.

In addition to this mean value em, we also provide con-
fidence intervals to quantify, how precise our result is. Let
kσ be a scalar to give a number as multiple of standard
deviations, i.e. kσ · σ. The confidence interval is defined as
[em −∆e, em + ∆e]. To assess the confidence of the results,
we will use Eqn. 12 [11], simplified for large ν.

ν =
em(1− em) · (kσ)2

(∆e)2
(12)

kσ = 3.29 corresponds to a 99.9% confidence interval. Solving
Eqn. 12 for ∆e gives ∆e = 6 · 10−10. Therefore, we can say
with a confidence of 99.9% that our setup has a bit error
probability smaller than 6.8 · 10−9.

Next, we solve Eqn. 12 for kσ and set ∆e = et − em.
As a result, the specified maximum error probability et has
a distance of kσ = 8.9 standard deviations from our simu-
lated value em. Therefore, the specification et is met with a
confidence3 of 1− 2.5 · 10−19.

The corresponding number of PUF bits is 974 to embed the
required 270 code sequence bits, or 128 key bits. We expect
974 · p = 317.5 reliable PUF bits in average and require 270
reliable PUF bits to be able to index the entire code sequence4.
The average overhead is 317.5

270 = 1.176. Therefore, letter typ-
ical sequences with an ε of 0.176 can be accepted. The solid
red line with ε = 0.2 in Figure 2 in the typicality analysis in
Section III is under the practical value for ε = 0.176, shown
by the black cross. Thus, we have shown that even such a low
ε value can be efficiently realized in practice if the block size
is large enough.

As a result, the simulated DSC value in the desired left
side of Figure 6 for n

k = 8 is 3, 800× lower than the
corresponding C-IBS result. For the bounded mean values,

3Let cdfN (·) be the cdf of the Normal distribution. Then, the width of the
confidence interval is given by cdfN (kσ)− cdfN (−kσ)

4The 128 key bits are encoded to 2 · 128 = 256 code sequence bits.
Truncation [19] requires another 2 · 7 = 14 bits leading to 270 code sequence
bits in total.
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data sizes and 107 simulated PUFs with DSC encoding with
p = 0.326, helper data compression with m = 2 and a

(2, 1, [7]) convolutional code

we have improvements between 20× and 100× compared to
the state of the art over the n

k range shown.

D. Yield Analysis

Figure 7 shows an empirical (1−cdf(l)) function, obtained
by Monte Carlo simulation, that corresponds to the overflow
probability e2 in dependency of the maximum helper data size
l. According to Figure 4, in average 2.79 helper data bits
have to be stored for each distance pointer for p = 0.326 and
m = 2. To handle varying helper data sizes, we have to assign
more helper data storage. Since we aim for a yield y ≥ 99.9%,
we can tolerate overflows with a probability e2 ≤ 5 · 10−4.

The size of the helper data can be reduced significantly
compared to the 2, 176 bits of the uncompressed version
without reducing the yield. At least 1, 070 bits should be
assigned for a reasonable yield. However, the error probability
e2(l) decreases by several orders of magnitude for spending
5% to 10% more helper data bits. As a result, e2(l) ≤ 5 ·10−4

can be achieved in practice by l = 1, 108, which is only 8%
over the entropy of the helper data.

E. Comparison with Dark Bit Masking

The DSC setup has the same error probability as dark bit
masking combined with a fuzzy commitment [42] and an
identical (2, 1, [7]) convolutional code. We varied the average
bit error probability of the distribution in [8] between 10% and
20% and obtained the parameters for a key error probability of
10−9 with the bounding technique discussed in [1]. Figure 8
shows the average helper data sizes of DSC with helper data
compression and the fuzzy commitment with dark bit masking.

The comparison shows that DSC reduces the helper data
size by up to 73% compared to the conventional approach.
Therefore storing compressed differential pointers is signifi-
cantly more efficient than selecting PUF bits with a bit mask
when only a small fraction of PUF response bits is indexed.
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Fig. 8: Helper data sizes of DSC with helper data
compression and dark bit masking for a key error probability

of 10−9 and different input error probabilities

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

After selecting the parameters for our PUF error correction
module, this section presents an overview of our hardware
implementation and compares the resource consumption with
the state of the art. The encoding can be performed off-
chip and the encoder modules only have a fraction of the
complexity of the decoders. On a Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA,
the DSC encoder requires 15 slices (10 flip-flops and 25
LUTs) while the convolutional encoder only uses 10 slices
(12 flip flops and 11 LUTs) which is roughly a factor of
10 smaller than the corresponding decoders (see Table I).
Furthermore the encoding does not have to be part of the
final implementation since it can be performed off-chip or with
a different configuration bit-stream in a secure environment.
Therefore, we will focus on the more important and interesting
optimized decoder implementation.

A. Hardware Architecture

The block diagram in Figure 9 shows the building blocks
of our DSC and convolutional code reproduction procedure.

PUF Key

Helper Data

DSC DEC Viterbi

DEC

SPON-

GENT

REG

XOR

RLE DEC

DSCcmpr DEC

Fig. 9: DSC reproduction with helper data compression

The DSC decoder with helper data compression combines
the functionality of decoding the helper data pointers, that are
RLE encoded [38], and selecting the corresponding incoming
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PUF Response Bits Helper Data Bits Slices Block RAM Bits Clock Cycles
Code-Offset Golay [18] 3, 696 3, 824 ≥ 907 0 > 24, 024
Code-Offset RM-GMC [12] 1, 536 13, 952 237 32, 768 10, 298
C-IBS RM-GMC [17] 2, 304 9, 216 250 0 ∼ 9, 000
DSC Conv. Code [1] 1, 224 2, 176 262 11, 264 30, 846
Compressed DSC Conv. Code. [2] 1, 224 1, 224 272 11, 264 33, 925
Compressed DSC Seesaw 974 1, 108 249 10, 752 29, 243

TABLE I: FPGA implementations of reproduction procedures of the DSC and reference implementations synthesized for
Xilinx Spartan 3E FPGAs

DSCcmpr Dec Viterbi Dec SPONGENT REG XOR Entire Module
Slices Total 17 68 85 58 249
Registers 9 56 117 40 247
Logic LUTs 26 75 153 104 388
Block RAM Bits − 10, 752 − − 10, 752

TABLE II: Synthesis results of the DSC reproduction procedure implementation for Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA

DSCcmpr Dec Viterbi Dec SPONGENT REG XOR Entire Module
Slices Total 7 21 24 20 72
Registers 9 55 117 33 235
Logic LUTs 18 77 85 67 251
Block RAM Bits − 10, 752 − − 10, 752

TABLE III: Synthesis results of the DSC reproduction procedure implementation for Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA

PUF response bits [2]. The helper data and the PUF outputs are
read sequentially until the helper data signals that the current
incoming PUF bit is the indexed one.

In this implementation, we used the Seesaw Viterbi decoder
presented in [43] as ECC decoder. It contains two block RAMs
that store the entire state of the Viterbi decoder each. During
decoding, data is read from one RAM and written to the other.
This approach has the advantage that no intermediate results
are stored in registers in the data-path, which leads to a very
compact area footprint.

As shown in Figure 9, the helper data is hashed onto the
output of the Viterbi decoder to prevent helper data manipu-
lation attacks as discussed in [1]. We selected SPONGENT
as a lightweight hash function [44]. In [45], Jungk et al.
demonstrated that SPONGENT is suitable for compact FPGA
implementations. Therefore, we chose the implementation
discussed in [45] in the smallest configuration that returns an
88-bit hash value. The REG XOR module XORs the outputs
of the Viterbi decoder and the helper data hashed in the
SPONGENT module and stores the result in a register. This
ensures that 88 key bits are affected by each helper data bit
to corrupt the key as soon as the helper data is manipulated.

B. Synthesis results

We compare our new implementation to previous work to
evaluate its efficiency. Table I shows synthesis results for Xil-
inx Spartan 3 FPGAs and several reference implementations
for the same scenario discussed in [8], [12], namely an SRAM
PUF with average bit error probability 15% with distribution
discussed in [8] and a desired key error probability of 10−6

for a 128 bit key. One can clearly see that our DSC and
convolutional code implementation is by far the most efficient
one in terms of required PUF outputs and helper data bits.

Tables II and III show detailed synthesis results of our
architecture for Spartan-3E and Spartan-6 FPGAs. Compared
to [1] and [2], the new Seesaw Viterbi decoder and SPON-
GENT implementation mainly reduce the number of not fully
used block RAMs so that we were able to reduce the overall
number to 2 while slightly decreasing the overall size of the
top module. This was mainly achieved with a more balanced
design by using the spare registers in slices that were already
allocated for their LUTs. In addition, more advanced synthesis
optimizations were applied to reduce the size.

C. Evaluation

Comparing the current state of the art to the previous DSC
results in [1] and [2] shows that using precise simulation
results instead of the bounded values decreases the number
of PUF bits by 20%. In addition, the size of the helper data
is 9% less than the previous compressed results and 50%
less than the default DSC case. Our improved implementation
slightly reduces the number of slices, block RAM bits and
clock cycles.

The new results make DSC by far the most efficient
approach for this scenario in terms of PUF and helper data
bits. With DSC, we are able to generate a reliable key from
974 PUF bits and 1, 108 helper data bits for pmax = 0.0270.

Therefore, we are able to reduce the number of PUF bits
by 36% compared to [12] and the number of helper data bits
by 71% compared to [6], which are both the most efficient
approaches for each measure with a significant drawback in
the other. The required number of FPGA slices for our DSC
implementation is only 5% larger than the smallest reference
implementation [12]. However, optimizing rigorously for area
also makes our DSC implementation the slowest investigated
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one in this comparison with the highest cycle counts, as shown
in Table I.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we are the first in the PUF context to
quantify an algorithm-independent relationship between block
size and reliability with the information theoretical concept of
typicality.

We introduced Differential Sequence Coding (DSC), a
pointer-based syndrome coding scheme that is able to skip
unreliable PUF response bits and can treat the PUF response
bits as a single, maximally reliable, block. We have shown its
advantages from an information theoretical point of view and
compared it to the state of the art.

Our hardware implementation requires 36% less PUF bits
and 71% less helper data bits than the best reference imple-
mentations for a popular SRAM PUF scenario.
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